CALOR

Our organic search campaign for Calor gave the LPG giant the visibility it deserved, increasing traffic with solid technical SEO.

BACKGROUND

As well as providing cooking and heating gas for 80 years, Calor is one of the UK’s largest providers of liquefied petroleum gas for use in both bulk tanks and in smaller cylinders, and is part of the SHV Gas Group.

WHAT WE DID | ORGANIC SEARCH (SEO)

HOW WE HELPED

Calor approached Click Consult in December 2013 to work on improving overall and organic traffic to its site.

In order to improve overall visibility and generate the increases it wanted, Click put together a package which combined technical on-page SEO with an outreach strategy in order to raise the link profile, boost SERPs positioning and drive traffic to the site.
“EVER READY TO LISTEN TO OUR INPUT, CLICK EXCEEDED OUR EXPECTATIONS TO DELIVER AN IMPRESSIVE SEO CAMPAIGN. THEY CAME UP WITH INNOVATIVE SUGGESTIONS WE WOULD NEVER HAVE THOUGHT OF AND THEIR EXPERIENCE AND ENTHUSIASM SHONE THROUGH.”

THE RESULTS

Our campaign went above and beyond Calor’s expectations, achieving the following lifts in performance:

- **24.4%** increase in overall sessions
- **53.3%** increase in organic sessions
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